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REMEMBERING BURKHARD VOGTHERR

This book is dedicated to the memory of Burkhard Vogtherr. A cherished friend and 
phenomenal designer, Burkhard was a mainstay of design inspiration for Davis Furniture 
for decades. 

Burkhard’s most recent and final product with Davis was the M75 Executive Chair, 
released in 2019. In celebration of Davis’ 75th anniversary, the M75 was a result of years 
of collaboration between Burkhard and Jonathan Prestwich with Davis Furniture. A fitting 
conclusion to this dynamic 30+ year relationship, M75 was a reimagining of Burkhard’s 
very first design with Davis, the iconic Motion Chair.

Through the years, Burkhard designed many classic and stand-out Davis pieces including 
Body, Exo, Motion, Webb, Modo and Lucid. Vogtherr won many awards for his designs, and 
his work included partnerships with Fritz Hansen, Rolf Benz, Cappellini, Arco, Klöber and 
Arflex.

Burkhard was not only an inspiring designer, he was a close friend to the Davis family. He 
will be deeply missed by Davis Furniture and all those who knew him.
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BURKHARD VOGTHERR
Germany 

“The best jobs in the world need your 
head, your heart and your hands.”

JEHS+LAUB
Germany 

“To make the future, we must watch 
the present and remember the past.”

JONATHAN PRESTWICH
United Kingdom 

“Most of  the quest ions asked of 
design have already been answered 
in nature.”

JUSTUS KOLBERG
Germany 

“I design with sensitive intelligence to 
innovate elegance.”
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MARKUS DÖRNER
Germany 

“My designs take two directions. 
One seems to have always been 
there, like a good friend. The other 
incorporates stunning details that 
grab your attent ion.  With both, 
function is a must.”

MARIO FERRARINI
Italy 

“Balance is a principle goal in my 
global concept. My products are a 
result of the technical, aesthetic and 
functional solutions I use in designing 
them.”

WOLFGANG C.R. MEZGER
Germany 

“Design is our contribution to make 
people happy because people who 
are happy stand for freedom, peace, 
culture and tolerance. We hope this 
helps to make our world better in the 
future.”

LUCIDIPEVERE
Italy 

“We are constant ly seeking the 
correct aesthetic expression of the 
material  and the technology with 
which we are working; in search of 
the right balance between traditional 
wisdom and industrial production.”

D E S I G N E R S
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LIGHTWORK by jonathan prestwich

LightWork is a multi-use chair that provides innovative solutions to the ever-changing 

workplace. A result of years of collaboration between Jonathan Prestwich and Davis 

Furniture, LightWork adapts to the user through a patent pending mechanism integrated 

within the molded foam seat. Combining instant comfort with a casual aesthetic, the 

molded plastic shell utilizes inner and outer components that work together to provide a 

gentle recline and support the user’s natural movement. Shown with the Q6 Table (right). 
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SOMOD by jehs+laub

Inspired by the organic forms of the Soft Lounge Collection, SoMod is a showpiece 

of modern design featuring sculpted edges and continuous lines. Bringing a casual 

comfort to its tailored silhouette, SoMod prioritizes relaxed lounging through a low 

profile and generous seat depth. This modular lounge’s modest collection of seating 

elements includes backed, backless and arm pieces that gang together to connect in a 

limitless anthology of designs. Shown with the Cova Lounge and Hans Stool (left) and 

the Hue Storage and Sticks Coat Rack (below). 
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ARIEL by mario ferrarini

Ariel embodies a minimalist approach to design with a focus on its form and functionality. 

A result from the first collaboration between Mario Ferrarini and Davis Furniture, this 

multi-use chair’s design is forged from steel and then refined with wood components 

on the back and seat. Ariel’s design features unique, subtle tapering on the seat back 

and legs which add a sense of modern playfulness that is impossible to overlook. 

Shown with the Q6 Table (below) and the Inform Table (right). 
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DISC by jehs+laub

Lightweight in scale and proportion, the Disc Collection is comprised of ottomans, 

stools and barstools. Rounded upholstered tops feature a stitch detail that mirrors the 

eye-catching base design. Through a balance of simple and complex geometries, Disc 

provides designers with a versatile and highly durable product ready to succeed within any 

application. Shown with the Codi Chair (right) and the Ginkgo Wire Table (right and below). 
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JP LOUNGE by jonathan prestwich

JP Lounge is a comprehensive modular seating collection inspired by how people 

work today. Addressing the individual’s various needs through a tailored aesthetic 

and unique design philosophy, JP Lounge’s subdivided upholstery and tables help 

provide defined space for the end user within open offices, lounges and workspaces. 

Shown with the Hue Storage (below) and the Q6 Laptop Table (right and below). 
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Q6 TABLES by jonathan prestwich

The new Q6 Tables extend the possibilities of the versatile Q6 Lounge Collection. This 

stylish and highly functional offering now ranges from nesting occasional to bar height 

and includes a variety of shapes and sizes that support casual working within any 

modern interior. Shown with the Q6 Ottoman and Leaf Coat Hooks (left).
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GINKGO ROPE by jehs+laub

Ginkgo Rope is a fresh iteration of the classic Ginkgo chair. Compatible for indoor or 

outdoor settings, this new creation includes a chair, barstool and lounge. Each hand-

woven piece is constructed of marine-grade polyester rope and is offered in 7 collection 

specific colors. Ginkgo Rope further expands the universality of Ginkgo’s emblemat ic 

des ign for  commercia l ,  hospi ta l i ty  and even res ident ia l  inter iors .  Shown with 

the Ginkgo Wire Table (below and right).
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GINKGO BARSTOOL by jehs+laub

The Ginkgo Barstool is an elegant addition to the Ginkgo family with an organic 

aesthetic that is both instantly recognizable and utterly unforgettable. The Ginkgo 

collection is trademarked by the complex curves, thin lines and optimal strength of the 

bent plywood shell. Shown with the Span Table (right). 
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RHO by LucidiPevere

Rho ottomans embody casual, sculptural design. Its natural form is comprised of soft, 

fluid shapes that have a calm yet playful appearance which help create a relaxed 

atmosphere in the ever-changing workplace. A versatile palette from which to build 

upon, these ottomans adapt to many different applications ranging from defining areas 

within a public space to establishing creative hubs in an open-plan office. Shown with 

the Lift Table and Dots Coat Hooks (left).
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BRACE by jehs+laub

Brace seamlessly blends the technological precision of modern design with a celebration 

of solid wood’s unique, natural characteristics. Ranging in size and shape from small 

meeting to large conference tables, Brace asserts itself as an anchoring visual in any 

interior from contract to residential. Shown with the Hue Storage (right) and the Sachet 

Chair (right and below). 
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KAYO by jonathan prestwich

Kayo is a reinterpretation of the classic bent plywood chair. It explores the potential of 

this time-tested material while defining its own unique aesthetic. Through a marriage of 

soft curves and strong geometry, Kayo’s striking form is comprised of a sculptural bent 

plywood shell supported by a distinctly architectural base. Shown with the Luca Table 

(below) and the Inform Table (left). 
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Website   www.davisfurniture.com

Headquarters   2401 College Drive

    PO Box 2065

    High Point, NC 27261

    336.889.2009

Showrooms   Chicago Merchandise Mart

    222 Merchandise Mart Plaza

    Suite 3-115

    Chicago, IL 60654

    312.330.0292

    

    New York Design Center

    200 Lexington Avenue

    Suite 1304

    New York, NY 10016

    212.683.7272

    

    Washington DC Showroom

    1025 Thomas Jefferson Street NW

    Suite 135G

    Washington, DC 20007

    202.753.4545

Licensed Product  Brace - Zoom by Mobimex


